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In the competitive meme coin landscape, a new AI trading bot meme coin project called WienerAI
($WAI) is coming to the spotlight as it has raised an eye-watering $6 million at presale. WienerAI
represents the most advanced beginner-friendly trading bot in crypto. With unique features and
promising outlook, WienerAI ($WAI) is widely regarded as the next meme coin to explode.

Then, what is WienerAI ($WAI)? Is WienerAI ($WAI) a good investment in 2024? Next, let’s take a
close look at this meme coin project.
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What is WienerAI ?

WienerAI ($WAI) is a groundbreaking AI token project and Trading Bot that merges the worlds of
artificial intelligence, canine loyalty, and crypto trading–into a singular global movement. WienerAI
is not just a digital asset, it’s the most advanced beginner-friendly crypto trading bot ever created.

As the world’s most advanced consumer AI trading bot, WienerAI is the first
Sausage/Dog/Artificial Intelligence ever created and the universe’s most powerful
cybernetic being. With predictive technology, a simple yet comprehensive interface, and
endless functionality, WienerAI puts crypto traders ahead of the game by giving them advantage
over all other traders.
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How does WienerAI Work?

With a goal of building A new world where AI is synonymous with companionship and gains, the
technology behind WienerAI is strong, which can be reflect in:

AI Enhanced Trading: WienerAI features an AI interface that’s instant, predictive, and beginner-
friendly.  Simply ask the bot a question related to your crypto investment needs, and WienerAI will
use its predictive technology to scour the markets in search of a winner.

Seamless Swaps: WienerAI can help users seize any golden opportunity. Wiener’s swap feature
allows users to make fast, efficient token swaps and in a few clicks find the best prices available on
DEXs.

Zero Fees: WienerAI is free of charge. This decentralized philosophy allows WienerAI users to
maximize their gains.

MEV Protection: WienerAI is also smarter and faster than MEV bots, which run basic arbitrage
scripts enabling them to automatically frontrun your trades and profit by minimizing your gains.

Upgradeability: AI’s capabilities are only scratching the surface of what will be possible in the near
and distant future. For this reason, WienerAI is infinitely upgradable and has modular technological
capabilities. WienerAI will always be at the cutting edge of AI technological advancement.

[TRADE_PLUGIN]BTCUSDT,BTCUSDT[/TRADE_PLUGIN]

What is the $WAI Token?

$WAI is an ERC20 token on the Ethereum Blockchain and is the WienerAI trading bot’s native token.
Notably, $WAI is a dog-themed token that combines the world of meme coins with crypto trading
and artificial intelligence.
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WienerAI Tokenomics

Besides its unique AI features, WienerAI is also featured with a community-driven tokenomics. With
a total supply of 69.000.000.000 tokens, WienerAI’s token distribution sets as below:

30% – Presale
20% – Staking
20% – Community Rewards
10% – DEX/CEX Liquidity
20% – Marketing

The token allocation prioritizes ongoing marketing and community incentives to increase project
adoption. As more investors buy the token, its price should increase, following the basic demand and
supply rule.
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WienerAI ($WAI) Roadmap

The WienerAI Masterplan has three stages, with a token presale and worldwide marketing campaign
laying the groundwork for ‘Sausage Army expansion’ and ‘Ethereum network takeover.’

The detail information about WienerAI ($WAI) Roadmap sets as below:

Stage 1 Stage 2 Stage 3
• Sausage Army Launch
• WienerAI Contract Audit
• Presale LAUNCHED
• Final Wiener-y
Preparations
• Worldwide
Marketing Campaign

• Sausage Army Expansion
• KOL Blast
• Ethereum Network
Takeover

• Token Listing: The LONG wait is over. WeinerAI launches on Global Exchange Platforms. This is the public $WAI launch.
• WienerAI Trading Bot Launch: Not just a bot; but an AI-powered crypto trading partner designed to give you the advantage you’ve been searching
for.
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WienerAI ($WAI) Presale

WienerAI ($WAI) is currently in the private PRESALE stage when the price is at its
lowest. WienerAI’s Presale allows buyers to secure WienerAI ($WAI), the native token of the
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WienerAI AI trading bot, at a drastically lower price than the listing price.

There are several stages, each lasting two days. At each stage, the price will increase until the
presale is over. When it goes public, the listing price will be much higher.

Since the presale launched in mid April, the demand for $WAI, the native token of the WienerAI
project, has also been rising rapidly. Notably, the presale performance of WienerAI is impressive
with an incredible $6 million raised recently and no sign of slowing down.
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Is WienerAI ($WAI) a Good Investment in 2024?

In the sea of crypto tokens, WienerAI ($WAI) stands out for its focus on fun as well as utility.
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WienerAI represents the most advanced beginner-friendly trading bot in crypto. With a strong
presale performance, utility, and plans for continuous development, $WAI is regarded as an
attractive asset for both degen and risk-averse investors in 2024.

With high staking rewards exceeding 1300% APY currently,  WienerAI greatly attracted large
number of early investors, paving the way for exponential growth and fostering a sense of collective
ownership in WienerAI’s journey towards shaping a future where humans and AI coexist
harmoniously.

However, whether WienerAI ($WAI) is a good investment is highly depends on traders’ investment
preference and risk tolerance, all investors are advised to do profound research and stay well-
informed before making any investment decision regarding WienerAI ($WAI) meme coin.
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How to Buy the WAI Token?

If you are interested in WienerAI ($WAI)  and want to participate in its presale,Here’s a step-by-step
guide on how to buy $WAI on presale stage.

Step 1: Get a Crypto Wallet

You’ll need any ERC-20 compatible crypto wallet, such as MetaMask or Trust Wallet. You can
register one for free; the process usually takes under 10 minutes.

Step 2: Add Funds to Your Wallet

Buy $ETH, $BNB, or $USDT tokens through a crypto exchange and add them to your wallet.

Step 3: Connect Your Wallet

Visit the official WienerAI presale website, click ‘Connect Wallet,’ then follow the on-screen
instructions.
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Step 4: Buy $WAI

Select your preferred cryptocurrency, then enter the number of tokens you want to exchange for
$WAI. When ready, click ‘Buy Now.’

That’s all information about WienerAI ($WAI). If you want to know more information about WienerAI
($WAI) meme coin and other cryptocurrencies, please visit BTCC Academy.
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